INTRODUCTION
============

A basic problem of DNA biochemistry is the monitoring of binding of proteins to the DNA double helix. Given that *in vivo* DNA is considered to be subjected to piconewton-scale mechanical forces ([@B1],[@B2]), via the active machines that transcribe ([@B3]), replicate ([@B4],[@B5]) and repair ([@B6],[@B7]) the double helix, a logical question is how the binding of proteins to DNA is affected by DNA tension ([@B8; @B9; @B10]). The most likely proteins to be affected by DNA tension are those which bind most weakly, and these are typically proteins which bind non-specifically to essentially any sequence position along the double helix. In *Escherichia coli*, proteins of this type include histone-like protein from *Escherichia coli* strain U93 (HU) ([@B11; @B12; @B13; @B14]), factor for inversion stimulation (Fis) ([@B15],[@B16]), integration host factor (IHF) ([@B17],[@B18]) and histone-like nucleoid structuring protein (H-NS) ([@B19; @B20; @B21; @B22; @B23]), all of which are found in large quantities *in vivo* (tens of thousands of copies per cell in rapidly growing cells), and all of which help to fold and compact the nucleoid.

These four proteins all can compact DNA by bending it, or by stabilizing DNA--DNA nodes (i.e. non-covalent DNA--DNA contacts mediated by protein--DNA and/or protein--protein interactions), and therefore applied force can be expected to suppress their binding on general theoretical grounds. However, measuring this effect quantitatively is problematic. If one seeks to use fluorescent labeling, there is first the question of whether the labeling affects the binding affinity, and then the problem of calibration of the total fluorescence including the possible effects of changes in molecular brightness upon binding of a labeled protein to the double helix.

A further problem stems from the constraint that to apply calibrated forces to a DNA generally requires end-attachment of a particle. This constraint makes the use of total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRF) highly problematic, since it requires positioning of the fluorophores of interest less than ∼200 nm from a surface ([@B24]), incompatible with the presence of a micron-sized end-attached particle. Alternative TIRF strategies using fluid flow to stretch molecules end-attached to a surface apply inhomogeneous forces to DNA molecules (the tension must drop to zero at the free DNA end) ([@B25]). Non--TIRF strategies based on fluorescence require removal of protein in the surrounding bulk solution to avoid fluorescence background, and therefore can only make kinetic measurements that are out of thermodynamic equilibrium, since once protein is removed from bulk solution, one can expect gradual dissociation of initially DNA-bound molecules ([@B13],[@B15]).

We recently proposed a new approach to the problem of determining the change in proteins or other small molecules bound to a DNA subjected to tension, using thermodynamics ([@B8]). A Gibbs adsorption isotherm equation was written in terms of the stretching force, the molecule extension, the chemical potential and bound protein numbers. A Maxwell relation was established relating these variables ([@B8]) whereby measurements of extension changes in response to changes in solution protein concentration may be used to infer changes in bound protein numbers induced by changes in applied force. Here, we report measurements of this type for non-specific binding of two of the most abundant DNA-bending proteins from *E. coli*, HU and Fis.

HU is a dimeric protein that binds to DNA in a largely sequence-independent manner ([@B26; @B27; @B28]). HU plays important roles in chromosome compaction, DNA replication, transcription and recombination processes ([@B29],[@B30]). HU acts to compact DNA at physiological salt concentrations *in vitro* by introducing bends ranging from 53° to more than 140° in the DNA as assayed by X-ray crystallography, gel electrophoresis, DNA cyclization, atomic force microscopy and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). The bends introduced by HU are thought to be relatively flexible ([@B12],[@B27],[@B31; @B32; @B33; @B34; @B35; @B36]). The *in vivo* HU concentration has been reported to be 30 000 dimers per cell in exponential phase ([@B37],[@B38]). Binding sites ranging from 6 to 42 bp in length have been measured under a variety of experimental conditions ([@B35],[@B39; @B40; @B41; @B42]). The equilibrium constant (*K*~d~) for non-specific binding of HU to DNA depends highly on salt concentration ([@B13],[@B41]) and binding modes ([@B11; @B12; @B13],[@B40]). For example, *K*~d~ values have been estimated to range from 400 nM at 15 mM NaCl ([@B41]), to 480 nM for non-cooperative binding at 150 mM NaCl ([@B40]), and to 29 µM for cooperative binding at 150 mM NaCl ([@B40]). No binding was observed in a recent experiment for HU concentrations of up to 500 nM at 300 mM NaCl ([@B13]).

Fis is also a dimeric nucleoid protein and is one of the most abundant DNA binding proteins in rapidly growing *E. coli* ([@B30]). Low concentrations (\<100 nM) of Fis generally compact DNA under low mechanical tension *in vitro* ([@B15]). The bends in DNA induced by Fis dimer binding to different DNA segments have been measured to range from 50° to 90° with 65° overall curvature present in crystal structures ([@B43; @B44; @B45; @B46]). The minimum binding site was measured by gel-shift experiments and confirmed by crystallography to be ∼21 bp per dimer ([@B15],[@B46]). Fis binds non-specifically to DNA at low nanomolar concentrations, and increasing numbers of Fis associate with the Fis-DNA filaments at higher concentrations to form higher order looping complexes ([@B15],[@B16]). Fis also acts as a specific regulator for a diverse group of DNA reactions, including transcription and recombination ([@B30],[@B47]), and generally exhibits more sequence specificity in its DNA binding than HU. In the presence of excess DNA, Fis selectively binds to specific sites at *K*~d~ values ranging as low as 0.2 nM ([@B43],[@B44],[@B46],[@B48],[@B49]).

In this article we describe single-DNA-pulling experiments using HU and Fis under conditions where protein binding and unbinding are reversible. Given that previous studies have noted a breakdown of reversible binding for high protein concentrations ([@B11],[@B15]), we first determine the ranges of protein concentrations and forces for which binding is reversible on laboratory timescales. We then analyze the force--extension data using our thermodynamic Maxwell relation approach ([@B8]). We find that both of these proteins have their binding destabilized by application of force to the double helix, i.e. their equilibrium binding constants are dependent on DNA tension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Protein expression and purification
-----------------------------------

Heterodimeric *E. coli* HU was purified from RJ5814 (*ihfB::cat fis::kan-767 endA*::Tn*10 his ilv* λ*cI857 N^+^* containing pPL-*hupAB* from R. McMacken) by cation exchange chromatography on SP--Sepharose and FPLC mono S and FPLC gel filtration through Superose 75 (GE Healthcare LifeSciences) ([@B13]).

Wild-type *E. coli* Fis protein was overexpressed using the T7 promoter and purified from RJ3387 (*BL21 (DE3) fis::kan-767 endA8::tet*) as described ([@B46]).

Manipulation of DNA--protein complexes with magnetic tweezers
-------------------------------------------------------------

Two DNA substrates that bound HU and Fis non-specifically were used. The first, 48.5 kb λ DNA (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), was end-labeled with biotin and digoxygenin as described previously ([@B50],[@B51]), and was used for studies of HU. The second, a 6.2 kb fragment from the linearized pFOS1 plasmid (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with two primers each labeled with biotin or digoxygenin, and was used for studies of Fis. Labeled pFOS1 fragment or λ DNA was incubated with 1.0 or 2.8 µm diameter streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads (Dynabeads, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min. The bead-DNA constructs were later injected into a flow cell and tethered to a cover glass coated with anti-digoxygenin (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA). The flow cell was pre-incubated with 0.5 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution for 15 min to block non-specific interactions.

Vertical magnetic tweezers (MT) were constructed based on previous systems with slight modification as described ([@B52],[@B53]). The vertical bead position was tracked by a piezoelectric objective positioner and the extension was determined using an automatic focusing algorithm. The transverse motion was captured by a camera and real time images were analyzed to calculate the force between the paramagnetic bead and permanent magnets using a standard fluctuation technique ([@B53],[@B54]). The force--extension ( *f--X*) relationship of naked DNA was measured and compared with the worm-like chain model which is established to describe DNA mechanical properties, and for which the following approximate formula provides an accurate description ([@B55]): Here, *k*~B~ is Boltzmann\'s constant, *T* is the absolute temperature, *A* ≈ 50 nm is the persistence length of a single DNA, and *X~0~* is the contour length of the DNA. All MTs experiments were performed at 25°C.

Force--extension measurements
-----------------------------

Once a single DNA tether was calibrated, the PBS in the flow cell was substituted with the commonly used working buffers for proteins HU and Fis. The buffer for HU was composed of 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, pH 7.5 ([@B13]). The buffer for Fis contained 20 mM HEPES, 100 mM K-glutamate, 0.5 mM EDTA and 0.5 mg/ml BSA, pH 7.5 ([@B15],[@B16]). Three hundred microliter of solution was used for the ∼60 µl flow cell. During this solution exchange process and later ones, the force applied to the DNA tether was held at ∼2 pN to prevent it from sticking to the cover glass. Extension of the λ DNA or pFOS1 fragment at a given force (from 0.05 to 12 pN) was measured using the automatic focusing algorithm in the working buffer and protein solutions with attention paid to making sure the DNA--protein complex length had stabilized.

In addition to the automatic focusing method, a much faster extension measurement method ([@B15],[@B53]) was also used for the shorter pFOS1 fragment. Briefly, after an automatic focusing measurement, the power spectra of images of both the surface-bound bead and the DNA bead were obtained. The spectrum at an empirically determined wave number changes monotonically with bead position, and can be used as a measurement of bead position. The dynamic DNA-bead spectrum was compared with the reference to determine the DNA extension. This allowed extension measurements to be performed 100 times per second, much faster than the automatic focusing method (∼ 10 per min).

Maxwell relation and calculation of changes in protein numbers
--------------------------------------------------------------

For proteins binding onto a single-stretched DNA, the differential for the thermodynamic potential *E* can be described in terms of a Gibbs adsorption isotherm: Here, *X* is the end-to-end extension of the DNA in the force direction. *N* is the number of bound proteins, *µ* is the protein chemical potential, and where *c* is the protein concentration (the logarithmic dependence of *µ* on *c* applies to low-concentration solutions, the case of interest here). For the moment, the constant *c~0~* is undetermined: it simply additively shifts the protein chemical potential, and mainly provides a way to make the inside of the logarithm dimensionless. However, in a microscopic model *c~0~* controls the binding affinity of a protein to a DNA binding site (see below) ([@B9]). The averages emphasize that the respective quantities, i.e. and should be measured in equilibrium. The partial derivatives of *Z* give rise to the average end-to-end extension and the average bound protein number: Barring any singularities, the mixed second derivatives are independent of the order of partial differentiation. This generates an analog of the Maxwell relation of classical thermodynamics: We denote this quantity as the 'mixed derivative'; the term to the left is the variation of extension with concentration in units of nm/*k*~B~T, which can be measured; the term to the right is the variation of bound protein number with force.

For the *f--X* measurements at fixed *µ* in equilibrium state, the change in number of bound proteins as force is changed from *f~0~* to *f~i~* can be obtained by integration: For proteins that compact DNA (such as HU and Fis at sufficiently low concentrations), extension goes down with increased protein concentration, making the right-hand side of [Equation (6)](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"} negative. In turn, this indicates that as force is increased, the number of proteins bound to a DNA molecule will decrease.

We note that the 'number of proteins' *N* refers to the number of independently binding entities. In the case where the proteins bind as dimer units which are pre-formed and are highly stable in solution, *N* therefore reflects the number of dimers bound; in this case the concentration *c* refers to the dimer concentration. This actually is the case for the proteins HU and Fis studied in this article.

Model calculation to describe HU--DNA interactions
--------------------------------------------------

We use a recently developed discrete semiflexible polymer model ([@B8],[@B9],[@B56],[@B57]) to describe results for experiments with HU. Briefly, the DNA molecule is treated as a polymer made up of a series of segments, each of which has a potential protein binding site. A protein can bind to the node between any two adjacent segments. The free energy of the protein--DNA complex is expressed as a sum over these segments: where *b* is the segment length, which corresponds to the binding site size; *N* is the number of segments, *N = X~0~/b* \[*X~0~* is the contour length of the DNA, see [Equation (1)](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]; is the unit vector, which defines the direction of each segment; *a* is the naked DNA bending rigidity, *a = A/b*; *a′* is the protein--DNA bending rigidity and is dimensionless; *n~i~* is the protein occupation degree of freedom, which is either 0 for unoccupied node or 1 when a protein is bound to this node; *θ* is the preferred bending angle between adjacent segment caused by protein binding, cos(*θ*)* = γ*; *f* is the applied force; the unit vector is the direction of applied force ([@B57]). The bulk protein concentration *c* enters into the model via the free energy difference between free and bound protein.

The one remaining parameter *c~0~* needs to be set by comparison with experiment. With other parameters (*a*, *a′*, *θ*, *b*, *N*, etc.) fixed, different *c~0~* values will generate different force--extension curves. We fit the theoretical model to the experimental data by minimization of *χ*^2^ between theoretical and experimental extensions as a function of force: Here, *N*~data~ is the total number of experimental data, and *δ~i~* is the uncertainty of the HU--DNA extension measured at force *f~i~* and HU concentration *c~i~*. *R~x~* (*c~0~*; *c~i~*, *f~i~* ) is the HU--DNA extension calculated from the model for different *c*~0~ at force *f~i~* and HU concentration *c~i~*. Error for the fit value of *c*~0~ was estimated from the range over which the change in *χ*^2^ was less than *N*~data~. The *K*~d~ is the concentration at which 50% of the protein binding sites are occupied at zero applied force, which was determined from numerical calculations for the Boltzmann equilibrium for [Equation (7)](#M7){ref-type="disp-formula"} using the fit value for *c*~0~. Although *c*~0~ has the dimension of a dissociation constant, differences in free energy for protein-bound and -unbound segments shift *K*~d~ away from *c*~0~.

We used a transfer matrix method to calculate the equilibrium partition function, which was used to obtain the force--extension relationship. The DNA segment length *b* (corresponding to the HU binding site size) was chosen to be 7 nm based on available structural data ([@B34]). The bending rigidity *a′* was chosen to be a small value in terms of the observation of flexible hinge behavior of HU--DNA binding ([@B12]), e.g. *a′ =* 1. The preferred bending angle *θ* was chosen to be 90°, a value in the midrange of previous reports ([@B12],[@B31; @B32; @B33; @B34]). For the model, numbers of proteins bound to the DNA could be directly computed; it was checked that changes in bound HU numbers obtained from direct theoretical model calculation agreed with those obtained from the Maxwell relation \[[Equation (6)](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}\].

RESULTS
=======

Single-DNA tethers were identified, and a sample of fits to the worm-like chain model \[[Equation (1)](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] for naked DNA are provided in [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr141/DC1). No difference among *f--X* curves was observed in PBS and in the buffers for proteins HU and Fis ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr141/DC1)). *f--X* curves at a given protein concentration were measured to calculate the changes in bound protein numbers.

Verification that *f--X* measurements were in thermodynamic equilibrium
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To use the Maxwell equation to analyze the DNA stretching experiments, the *f--X* measurements must be in thermodynamic equilibrium. Whether the force was increased from 0.05 to 12 pN, or vice versa, the *f--X* curves at a given protein solution were observed to be the same, i.e. there was no hysteresis. As shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, the *f--X* curves of HU-λ DNA shifted within 10 min when the HU concentrations increased from 0 to 100 nM, then to 500 nM. One hour after replacing the high concentration solution (500 nM) with the lower one (100 nM), the *f--X* curve (100 nM return) overlaid with the curve obtained at previous 100 nM HU; thus there was no hysteresis observed resulting from HU concentration changes. Reversibility for other force and HU concentration ranges are shown in [Supplementary Figure S3A](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr141/DC1). Figure 1.Thermodynamic equilibrium of *f--X* measurements. (**A**) Reversibility of HU-λ DNA binding demonstrated via *f--X* curves. DNA extension decreased when HU concentration was increased from 0 to 100 nM, and then to 500 nM. One hour after replacing the 500 nM HU solution with 100 nM HU solution, the *f--X* curve of '100 return' overlaid with the curve previously obtained at 100 nM HU, indicating reversibility of binding. Each experimental data point, presented as the mean value with error bars (SE), was obtained from 15 to 20 separate measurements. The errors range from 6 nm at 8.4 pN to 0.15 µm at 0.05 pN. (**B**) Reversibility of Fis-pFOS1 fragment binding. As the Fis concentration was cycled up and down, the *f--X* curves shifted right and left. The curve of '10 return' was the same as the previous 10 nM curve. Each experimental data point, presented as the mean value with error bars (SE), was obtained from 3700 to 4300 separate fast extension measurements. The errors range from 3 nm at 3.8 pN to 0.03 µm for 0.06 pN.

Similarly, the *f--X* curves for Fis-pFOS1 fragment complexes ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) shifted within 10 min when the Fis concentrations increased from 0 to 10 nM and then to 28 nM. Three hours after changing the high concentration solution (28 nM) to the lower one (10 nM), the *f--X* curve (10 nM return) returned to the same as the original *f--X* curve for 10 nM. The dissociation process monitored via change in extension in 10 nM Fis solution is shown in [Supplementary Figure S4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr141/DC1). Reversibility for other force and Fis concentration ranges is shown in [Supplementary Figure S3B](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr141/DC1). These results demonstrate that the equilibrated *f--X* curves depended only on the final state of the system but not on the history of the solution, i.e. thermodynamic equilibrium could be reached.

HU force--extension curves
--------------------------

We next carried out *f--X* measurements for a series of protein concentrations, which were 25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 375 and 500 nM for HU ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A, dots; some data points not shown for the sake of clarity). As HU concentration was raised, the extension of HU--DNA complexes at a certain force reduced progressively. The difference between HU--DNA and naked λ DNA shrank as force was increased. The maximum compaction ratio at 0.1 pN was ∼49%. The measured *f--X* curves increasingly shifted to higher forces as the protein concentrations increased. Fits to the worm-like chain model \[[Equation (1)](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] for HU--DNA complexes were performed ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr141/DC1)). The apparent persistence length of DNA decreased from 49 ± 2 to 22 ± 1 nm as the HU concentrations increased from 0 to 500 nM. Figure 2.*f--X* curves of protein--DNA complexes. Each experimental data point, presented as the mean value with error bars (SE), was obtained from 6 to 10 separate measurements. Successively higher concentrations led to more protein binding, and consequently more compaction against the applied force. *f--X* curves shifted right as the added protein concentrations were increased. (**A**) HU-concentration dependence of *f--X* curves of a λ DNA. Model calculations (lines) from [Equation (7)](#M7){ref-type="disp-formula"} fit the experimental data (dots) well. (**B**) Fis-concentration dependence of *f--X* curve of a pFOS1 fragment.

Model force--extension curves for HU--DNA complexes
---------------------------------------------------

*f--X* curves of HU--DNA complexes were computed using the discrete semiflexible polymer model \[[Equation (7)](#M7){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] ([@B57]). Parameters for the calculations were chosen using published estimates of HU--DNA binding site size and bending angle ('Materials and Methods' section). The parameter *c~0~* was determined by the fitting of experimental force--extension data \[[Equation (8)](#M8){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] and was found to be 18 ± 5 µM, corresponding to an effective *K*~d~ of 1.6 ± 0.5 µM. Model calculations of *f--X* curves for HU concentrations used in our experiments, i.e. 0, 25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 375 and 500 nM, were demonstrated as the lines in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A (50 nM not shown for the sake of clarity). The *f--X* curves increasingly shifted to a higher force regime as the protein concentrations increased, agreeing well with the experimental data.

Fis force--extension curves
---------------------------

*f--X* curves were also obtained for a set of Fis concentrations, i.e. 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 nM, for 6.2 kb pFOS1 DNA tethers ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B; some data points not shown for the sake of clarity). For higher concentrations of Fis, nonequilibrium effects (irreversibility) were observed, making a thermodynamic approach to estimation of protein numbers impossible. The extension of Fis-DNA complexes at a given force decreased as Fis concentration was raised. Compared to the HU experiments, the difference between Fis-DNA and naked DNA did not shrink much as force was increased. At 0.1 pN, the maximum compaction ratio was ∼25% for Fis. The persistence length of DNA decreased from 50 ± 2 to 37 ± 1 nm as the Fis concentrations increased from 0 to 20 nM.

Mixed derivative for HU and Fis
-------------------------------

Mixed derivatives were calculated from the *f--X* experimental data according to [Equation (5)](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and were plotted versus force ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The mixed derivatives increased as the protein concentrations increased. For the HU experimental data, a peak value appeared at ∼0.2 pN, followed by general trends of decrease ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, dots). Figure 3.Mixed derivatives as a function of force. The mixed derivatives increased as the protein concentrations increased. (**A**) *dz/dμ* for HU calculated from experimental data and the model. A peak value appeared at a low force region (∼0.2 pN), followed by general trends of decrease. Model calculations (lines) agreed with the experimental HU data (dots). (**B**) *dz/dμ* for Fis calculated from experimental data. The mixed derivatives decreased as the force increased.

Model calculations of mixed derivatives of HU obtained from the fit of force--extension data are compared with data in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A. These calculations agreed well with the experimental results; in particular the shape and location of the peak in the mixed derivative closely matches that obtained from analysis of experimental data.

For the Fis experimental data, the mixed derivatives decreased as a function of the force ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B), and did not show the broad peak observed in the HU data. In general the smaller amount of compaction driven by Fis over the concentration range we were able to study led to less accurate determination of the mixed derivative, but still it is clear that the shape of the mixed derivative for Fis--DNA interactions is very different from that for HU--DNA interactions.

Changes in bound HU number
--------------------------

Integrating the mixed derivatives over force gives rise to the changes of bound protein numbers \[[Equation (6)](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}\]. For λ DNA and HU, the loss of protein numbers increased and reached a plateau as the forces increased from 0.06 to 6.3 pN ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A, dots). The total number of HU dimers driven off DNA over this force range added up to 610 ± 20 for an HU concentration of 500 nM. Therefore, increases of force from 0.06 to 6.3 pN can lead to a decrease of approximately one HU dimer per 80 bp when the bulk HU concentration is 500 nM. Figure 4.Changes of protein numbers on a single stretched DNA molecule. For the binding of HU or Fis under conditions where they compacted DNA, proteins were released from DNA as force was increased. (**A**) Changes of HU numbers. In experiments (dots), the loss of proteins on a λ DNA increased as the forces increased from 0.06 to 6.3 pN, and as the HU concentrations increased from 25 to 500 nM. In the model calculation (lines), the loss of proteins increased smoothly and reached a plateau as the forces increased from 0 to 6.3 pN. For 500 nM HU, the loss of proteins number was 520 from model calculation, and 610 from experiments. (**B**) Changes of Fis numbers calculated from experimental data. The loss of proteins on a 6.2 kb pFOS1 fragment increased to 220 dimers for the 20 nM Fis experiment as the forces increased from 0.05 to 12.0 pN. No saturation was observed in the force and concentration ranges.

Model calculation of changes in bound HU number
-----------------------------------------------

Changes in bound protein numbers were also calculated for HU using the model. For λ DNA and HU, the loss of protein numbers increased as force increased from 0 to 6.3 pN ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A, lines). Considering the 500 nM HU concentration case, the total number of proteins lost over this force range was 520. Thus, for 500 nM HU, an increase of force from 0 to 6.3 pN leads to a total decrease of approximately one HU dimer per 93 bp, which corresponds to removal of most of the proteins that are bound at zero force. Overall, the model calculations agreed well with the HU experimental results.

Results of the model were not highly sensitive to small changes in *b* as long as it was between 3 and 10 nm. Similarly, changes of *a′* did not strongly modify the results. However, *c~0~* needs to be set for each choice of *a′* and *b*, mainly because of shifts in the net free energy of the HU--DNA complex introduced by modification of binding site size and HU--DNA complex flexibility. However, after this adjustment, we found that the observed *K*~d~ (50% binding site occupation concentration) was nearly unchanged: for *a′* in the range of 0--10 and *b* in the range of 5--10 nm, the *K*~d~ shifted very little, remaining in the range 1.3--2.1 µM. Given that we consider *a′*, *b* and *θ* to be set by previous experiments, the only fit parameter is *c~0~*, which we have adjusted to obtain theoretical force--extension curves that resemble the experiment ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Thus the model provides a rather robust estimate of the net *K*~d~ of HU for DNA in our solution conditions, of ∼1.6 ± 0.5 µM.

Changes in bound Fis number
---------------------------

For 6.2 kb pFOS1 fragment and Fis, the loss of proteins increased as the forces increased but no saturation was observed in the force and concentration ranges studied. In other words, the numbers of bound proteins increased continuously as the forces decreased over the range studied. Changes of Fis numbers at 20 nM bulk concentration were 110 ± 10 from 0.05 to 6.0 pN, and 220 ± 20 from 0.05 to 12.0 pN ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B), a loss of one dimer for about every 28 bp.

DISCUSSION
==========

We have measured the changes of *E. coli* nucleoid protein numbers on a single DNA molecule using a thermodynamic approach, employing a Maxwell relation that relates extension change with protein concentration to change in protein binding with force. The DNA-bending proteins HU and Fis compact DNA when they bind under the conditions used here; therefore when thermal equilibrium can be reached, increased force can be expected to drive these proteins to dissociate. However, determining exactly how many proteins are driven off a DNA in a solution containing a relatively high concentration of protein is problematic. The thermodynamic approach taken in this article provides a tool that is complementary to technically challenging molecule-counting methods (e.g. quantitative fluorescence measurements). Although only changes in numbers of bound protein can be measured \[see [Equation (6)](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}\], our thermodynamic approach is technically straightforward, and uses only small amounts of native (unlabeled) protein.

Force can pull off a fraction of bound DNA-bending proteins
-----------------------------------------------------------

If the binding site for HU is estimated to be 21 bp per dimer, based on co-crystal structures ([@B34]), the maximum number of bound HU on λ DNA would be ∼2300 dimers. However, our experiments have been done at HU concentrations well below the *K*~d~: our experiments at 500 nM HU are ∼3-fold below the *K*~d~ we estimate using our microscopic model. With 500 nM HU in solution, as force is increased from 0.06 to 6.3 pN, we find that about one quarter of the HUs that could possibly bind (610 of 2300 proteins) can be driven off a DNA molecule by tension. Comparison with our model ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) indicates that in fact, the ∼600 proteins driven off consist of the bulk of the proteins that are bound at zero force. Therefore, we find that for lower bulk HU concentrations (\<150 nM), most of the bound HU can be pushed off the DNA by a force of 6.3 pN. At higher HU concentrations, however, a small fraction of proteins can remain bound to the DNA at 6.3 pN, suggested by the fact that the extension of HU--DNA complexes at high protein concentrations and high force does not quite equal the extension of naked DNA.

We emphasize that our Maxwell relation analysis monitors the change in HU dimers bound to DNA, and not just straightening of the HU--DNA complexes by force. In previous non-equilibrium experiments we noted that rather small increases in force at the subpiconewton level (0.1 and 0.3 pN) substantially enhance the dissociation rate of HU from DNA ([@B13]). The present study establishes that not only dissociation, but also equilibrium binding of HU to DNA in protein-containing solution is DNA-tension dependent.

For Fis, in the concentration range and buffer conditions we have studied (\<20 nM, 100 mM univalent salt), each bound dimer occupies roughly 21 bp ([@B15],[@B46]), indicating that the 6.2 kb pFOS1 fragment can absorb a maximum of 295 Fis dimers in this binding mode. Gel shift experiments indicate that at 20 nM Fis concentration, most if not all of these Fis binding sites along a DNA are occupied ([@B15]). The maximum changes of protein numbers observed in our experiment (in a solution of 20 nM Fis) are consistent with this, in that they are less than this limit. Over a force range of 0.05--12 pN, we estimate that ∼220 Fis dimers can be pulled off a DNA in 20 nM Fis solution. The lack of a plateau behavior in the total number of proteins driven off with force ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) indicates that more Fis molecules can be driven off DNA by higher forces than we have used in this study.

Following our theoretical proposal of the Maxwell relation approach to measuring protein binding changes ([@B8]) and during the preparation of this article, Liebesny *et al*. ([@B58]) reported experiments similar to those reported here, for binding of λ repressor to DNA. For non-specific binding of that protein to a 15.5 kb DNA, Liebesny *et al*. found that over a force range of 0.13--4.81 pN, roughly 138 proteins were released. These results are reasonable, and we anticipate that our approach will be useful for monitoring binding of a wide variety of proteins to DNA.

We emphasize, that the Maxwell relation method hinges on being in thermodynamic equilibrium, and without demonstration of the ability to cycle the force--extension curves reversibly over the concentration and force ranges of interest ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), use of the Maxwell relation to infer changes in bound protein number is questionable. We have observed numerous non-equilibrium effects in DNA--protein interaction studies ([@B11],[@B15]). In general use of low salt or high protein concentration leads to formation of complexes which are unable to disassemble spontaneously or which show very slow off-kinetics ([@B11],[@B13],[@B15]); we have found that the salt and protein concentration thresholds for the onset of non-equilibrium effects vary from protein to protein, with some proteins showing very slow unbinding kinetics even in physiological buffers. It is essential that before using the methods described in this article one verifies thermal equilibration of protein--DNA interactions ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

A previous theoretical study predicted that any protein that compacts DNA may have its binding destabilized by application of force to the double helix ([@B9]). We subsequently experimentally observed that increasing tension even at sub-piconewton levels significantly accelerated dissociation of HU from DNA ([@B13]). These results taken together indicate that the equilibrium binding constants for DNA-bending proteins are DNA-tension-dependent, with significant effects below 1 pN. Our results are consistent with the previous work of Vladescu *et al*. ([@B59]) on small molecule DNA intercalating agents. In the cell, this provides a mechanism for remodeling of *E. coli* chromosome structure: tension generated in DNA on the few pN scale, e.g. by transcription, will result in dissociation of chromosome-folding proteins such as HU and Fis, further opening up DNA for access by the transcription machinery.

We also note that for proteins which lengthen the DNA double helix, the binding affinity can be expected to be increased by applied tension ([@B9]); our Maxwell relation approach can be used in this case as well, but in this case the bound protein number will be observed to increase with force at fixed bulk protein concentration.

Utility and limitations of the semiflexible polymer model for DNA-bending proteins
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The calculations using our discrete semiflexible polymer model ([@B57]) agreed generally well with the experimental data of HU--DNA complexes. The discrepancy at high HU concentration could be caused by the inhomogeneous binding behaviors of HU ([@B11; @B12; @B13],[@B39; @B40; @B41]), such as cooperative binding, which were not taken into account in the model. The HU--DNA interactions for our experimental conditions can be described well by experimental-data-dictated choices of parameters in the model, i.e. binding site size, bending angle and bending rigidity. The close agreement between this model and our data gives us considerable confidence that HU is bending DNA in our experiments and binding in a mainly non-specific manner, and that our Maxwell relation estimates of force-induced dissociation of proteins are reasonable.

On the other hand, we have found that our microscopic semiflexible model does not work well to describe the Fis-DNA force--extension data. We emphasize that this does not invalidate our Maxwell relation analysis. Instead, this indicates that Fis--DNA interactions are microscopically more complex than can be described by a uniform binding and bending mechanism. Fis is known to form higher order filaments by protein--protein interactions that result in DNA compaction and looping ([@B15],[@B16]). However, these binding modes occur at higher Fis concentrations than employed in this work. A more likely explanation is that Fis does not bind DNA in an entirely sequence-neutral manner. Instead, Fis exhibits a continuum of binding affinities with *K*~d~s beginning at the subnanomolar level ([@B46],[@B48]) along with a range of bending angles that are influenced by the sequences flanking the core binding site ([@B43],[@B44]). Fis acts as a specific regulator for a diverse group of DNA reactions, including transcription and recombination ([@B30],[@B47]). In these roles Fis stably binds to specific sites that are related by a highly degenerate 15 bp DNA sequence ([@B48],[@B49],[@B60],[@B61]). Recent genome-wide binding studies have identified 1000--1500 sites within the *E. coli* chromosome that are specifically bound by Fis ([@B61],[@B62]). Thus, Fis exhibits considerably more sequence-specificity in its DNA binding than HU. Biophysical evidence that multiple populations of Fis-bound complexes exist is suggested by the inability of applied force to bring a DNA molecule back to its naked length \[see high force region in [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, see also [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B of Skoko *et al*. ([@B15])\]. Inhomogeneous binding effects might be incorporated in a more complex model (with more parameters), but we leave this for a future study.

Maxwell relations for binding of ligands to flexible objects have a wide range of applications
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Maxwell relation ([@B8]) is a practical approach to measure the changes of bound protein numbers on a single DNA molecule under tension. The same approach may be applied to measure the change in numbers of bound molecules binding to other polymers by investigators in different fields of research. For instance, a possible application in cell biology is determination of how many proteins are bound to an actin filament as a function of tension on it ([@B63; @B64; @B65]). Another application of the general approach that has recently been discussed is determination of the quantity of glucose binding to a polyallylamine ([@B66]). A slightly different Maxwell relation discussed in our previous article ([@B8]) has also been adopted to estimate the effective torsional modulus and the buckling torque of DNA ([@B67]), and a third form has been used to estimate the adsorption site lengths and the association constants of molecules in solution binding to a synthetic polymer ([@B66]). Finally, the same general approach used in this article could be used to monitor binding or unbinding of proteins to DNA driven by torsional stress (supercoiling) ([@B8]). All of these disparate experimental measurements are unified by the same general approach based on classical thermodynamic Maxwell relations.
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